Compliance is a necessary and complicated aspect of ensuring military, agency, and business operations. Keeping up with security frameworks, government regulations, and the latest security developments may seem like a daunting task when your agency is strapped for resources, but it doesn’t have to be. LogRhythm helps you address federal cybersecurity regulations by providing preconfigured, ready-to-deploy compliance automation modules that address various security frameworks such as FISMA, NIST CSF, NIST 800-53, NIST 800-171, and more.

The LogRhythm NextGen SIEM Platform provides holistic visibility into your network and improves detection and response capabilities. When paired with LogRhythm’s compliance automation modules, your cybersecurity team can continuously monitor your environment and ensure compliance with necessary mandates. Our in-house LogRhythm Labs compliance experts develop and maintain these modules, providing you with prebuilt content specifically mapped to the individual controls of each regulation. Our Consolidated Compliance Framework further simplifies your compliance program by providing a core, shared module mapped to dozens of regulations, encompassing the majority of common cybersecurity controls. This content is continuously reviewed and updated for changes and enhancements.

Continuous Monitoring for RMF Environments

LogRhythm’s NextGen SIEM Platform offers strong security event analytics and correlation to help continually monitor your risk management framework (RMF) environment. LogRhythm provides a foundation for verifying technical policy enforcement with the completeness and accuracy necessary for a successful security program. With LogRhythm, you’ll be better able to protect your agency’s data and show compliance, freeing up resources and manpower to focus on your mission. There’s no other solution available that offers built-in capabilities that:

- Collect and parse data from across your environment, from PII to CUI
- Analyze captured data and correlate events via prebuilt AI Engine rules and alerts mapped to regulation controls
- Easily customize rules and alerts to overlay your agency’s unique IT environment and policies
- Enable analysts to respond to a breach or other incident and maintain appropriate incident records via case management and automated playbooks
- Generate reports to easily document evidence of compliance

Benefits

- **Save time** proving compliance with federal regulations by using LogRhythm’s controls-based, prebuilt compliance modules
- **Generate reports** from prebuilt templates versus manually creating reports for new compliance requirements
- **Stay updated** on future compliance modules with regularly released content from the LogRhythm Labs team
- **Streamline compliance** with multiple agency frameworks using a comprehensive suite of modules

Features

- **Custom lists, rules, and alerts creation** addresses federal regulations and agency-specific requirements
- **Automated reports** offer insight into federal compliance gaps and needs while streamlining the reporting process for audits
- **SmartResponse™ automation** integrates LogRhythm’s platform with our network of Technology Alliance Partners, enabling faster incident response to help your agency get back to its mission
- **Alert and report on file integrity** using preconfigured FIM policies
Simplifying Compliance for Federal Mandates and More

LogRhythm's Consolidated Compliance Framework (CCF) provides report templates for federal frameworks, saving your cybersecurity team time by creating and producing documentation. Our platform can easily be customized to help your team develop new reports for future audits to satisfy any internal mandates.

Most compliance frameworks share a common foundation of cybersecurity controls loosely based on frameworks and standards developed by ISO and NIST. LogRhythm’s CCF maps standard rules, investigations, and reports to common controls across most compliance frameworks. These can be shared, reducing effort on setup and correlating identical alarms across frameworks. For compliance mandates that have specific requirements not covered in the CCF, LogRhythm provides supplemental compliance modules designed to meet those specific regulations.

LogRhythm Labs is continuously creating and updating compliance automation modules which are available at no charge to current customers through the LogRhythm Knowledge Base.

Visit logrhythm.com to learn more about all of our compliance solutions.